Printronix Launches the Next Generation of Their
Zero-Tear Line Matrix Printer Offerings
Printronix’s Zero-Tear offerings are designed for those who are looking to combine
zero-tear flexibility with the unmatched dependability of a line matrix printer.
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Printronix Inc., a worldwide leader in business-critical printing solutions, today gave IT buyers worldwide a
compelling reason to select line matrix printing technology over serial matrix for on-demand transaction
oriented printing.
The Printronix P8000ZT and TallyGenicom 6800ZT Zero-Tear offerings are specialized cartridge line
matrix printers designed for businesses using multi-part and serialized documents that require print on
demand, single form tear-off usability. The Zero-Tear functionality allows users to eliminate forms waste
and reduce operating costs. Through its unique tractor configuration, the ZT models push single or multipart media through the hammer bank and eject it up to the tear bar upon job completion.
These new P8000 or 6800 ZT models offer an improved enclosed pedestal design reducing noise
emission, and are available in 500 or 1000 lpm configurations, either of which will outperform and outlast
any serial matrix printer offering. In addition, these models feature a cartridge ribbon consumable,
capable of outlasting most serial matrix ribbons 3 to 1, that requires less user intervention and aids in
delivering exceptional cost of ownership.
From a Remote Management standpoint, PrintNet Enterprise (standard on all Printronix & TallyGenicom
line printers equipped with Ethernet) is second to none in providing IT personnel with real-time visibility to
printer status and ribbon life for every printer on the network. When configuration or firmware updates are
required, PrintNet Enterprise allows for multiple printers to be updated simultaneously, as opposed to
connecting with each printer individually, minimizing time and the potential for errors.
Lastly, the advanced ribbon monitoring system, standard on all Printronix
& TallyGenicom line printers, allows users to set the end of life threshold
for the cartridge ribbons, which maximizes consumable life while
ensuring acceptable print quality.
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